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Abstract: The use of fractal geometries has significantly impacted many areas of science and engineering; one of which is 

microwave filters. Microstrip filters have been widely used in a variety of microwave circuits and systems, it has received much 

attention because of the advantages such as compact and simple structures, small sizes, easy fabrication and low cost, etc., and all 

these features are the requirement of the wireless communication systems. 

The design of a hairpin-Koch filter has been proposed. This filter exhibits periodic frequency response. The spurious bands are 

being suppressed significantly through the implementation of Koch fractal on the micro strip coupled line. 
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1. Introduction 

 

    Harmonic filters are invaluable for removing unwanted higher-order harmonic signals from microwave 

multipliers and mixers in receiver designs, among other applications 
[1]

. Although a variety of filter 

configurations have been developed to reduce the level of harmonic signals, the authors investigated two 

varieties of band pass filter designed for good harmonic suppression 
[2, 3]

. Parallel coupled line sections 

were employed in both filter approaches. Micro strip filters are essential parts of the microwave system 

and play important role in many communication applications especially wireless and mobile 

communications 
[4, 5]

. These are getting popular due their compact size, light weight, low cost and ease of 

fabrication 
[6]

. One of the best methods to suppress spurious bands involve making optimum line 

structures by inserting periodic shapes, such as grooved, wiggly and inter-digitized lines into conventional 

coupled lines 
[7]

. These periodic structures are used to create Bragg reflections to suppress the harmonics. 

In this work, a conventional hairpin-line is designed and simulated through moments method Ansoft 

software 
[8]

. Subsequently, Koch fractal is applied to the conventional filter and spurious band is being 

suppressed successfully. Finally, the proposed filters are physically implemented on FR-4 ‘Glass/Epoxy’ 

PCB and the simulated results discussed.   
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2. Experimental 

 

The starting shape of Koch Island is a square loop. Each of the four sides of the square is replaced by the 

generator. The generator is a straight segment divided into three segments, each segment is equal to one 

third (1/3) the length of the starting one. The middle one is removed from its place and connected with 

two other  segments 
[9]

, this is shown in figure (1-a). These two segments are tuned to adjust the overall 

perimeter of the fractal length. Shape of fractal Koch is shown in figure (1-b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Results and Discussion 

Hairpin filters are simple and compact in structures. They are obtained by folding parallel-coupled 

resonators of half-wavelength, in to a ‘U’ shape. Such resonators are the so-called Hairpin resonators. 

For the 3
rd

 order conventional Hairpin filter, the following are the design parameters: Band width, 20% at 

mid band frequency 1 GHz, dielectric constant, εr = 4.4, substrate thickness, h = 1.6 mm. 

   Ansoft software was used to design and simulate Hairpin-Koch filter, figure (2) shows the shape of 

zero, first and second iteration of the filter. 

   Center frequency is at 1GHz and bandwidth is 20%. The zero iteration of the filter has a large second 

harmonic of 5dBat 1.9 GHz. After Koch fractal implemented on the conventional design, the spurious 

band is considerably suppressed to -24 dB. 

    The simulated transmission coefficient (s11) and reflection coefficient (s21) for zero, first and second 

iteration are shown in figures (3, 4, 5) respectively. 

Figure (1-a):  The generator of Koch Island. 

 

Figure (1-b): Fractal Koch Island shape. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

Zero iteration 1st iteration 

2nd iteration 

Figure 2:  Hairpin-Koch filter shape. 

 

Figure 3:  Transmission and Reflection coefficients for zero iteration. 
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4.  Conclusions 

   In the present work, Hairpin-Koch filter has been proposed and simulated using Ansoft code. It was 

found that the unwanted harmonics can be suppressed using fractal geometry. The suppression can be up 

to -29 dB for the 2
nd

 iteration. This method can be applied to other microstrip structures facing harmonic 

problems. It could be a solution for RF systems that required reduction in harmonic components. 

Figure 4:  Transmission and Reflection coefficients for 1st iteration. 

 

Figure 5:  Transmission and Reflection coefficients for 2nd iteration. 
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